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The retro-analogue of glutathione disulfide was bound to the GSSG binding site of crystalline glutathione reductase.
The binding mode revealed why the analogue is a very poor substrate in enzyme catalysis. The observed binding mode difference between natural substrate and retro-analogue is explained.
Glutathione (GSH) is the most abundant thiol in living cells (1) . In the majority of its functions, GSH is oxidized to glutathione disulfide (GSSG) which is recycled by glutathione reductase (EC 1.6.4.2) (GR)': GSSG + NADPH + H' + 2GSH + NADP'.
The interaction of GSSG with GR is of general biochemical (2) and of particular medical (3) interest. The structure of GR and the mechanism of GSSG reduction to GSH is known in fine detail (4) (5) (6) . In order to scrutinize the importance of correct peptide groups in GSSG, the binding of its retro-analogue
disulfide (rGSSGr) was analyzed by x-ray diffraction. In this analogue (7), the peptide bonds are reversed (see Fig. lb ). Here, we present the refined?tructure of the enzymeligand complex GR.rGSSGr at 2.4 A resolution and discuss its relation to GR. GSSG.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The substrate analogue rGSSGr was kindly provided by Dr. R. N. Armstrong (College Park, MD). A crystal of human GR (crystal form-B, oxidized enzyme) was soaked for 15 h at 20 "C in a buffer containing 0.1 M KHSPO,, pH 6.9, 2.0 M ammonium sulfate, and 20 mM rGSSGr. All x-ray diffraction data were collected at 6 "C from a single crystal of size 1000 x 450 X 500 pm3 using a four-circle diffractometer (modified model P2,, Nicolet, Inc.). Proceeding as described earlier (8) , the 21,690 independent reflections up to a resolution of 2.4 A were measured. Data processing was done on a Vax-11/730 computer. The (Fsoak -$'&exp(in,,,,) difference-Fourier map was based on the refined 1.54 A data set of the native enzyme (4) with F,., = Fobs. For model building we used a vector display system (model PS-330, Evans & Sutherland) with the program FRODO (9). The structure of the complex GR. rGSSGr was refined using the program package TNT (10). The 14 solvent molecules that are displaced by GSSG (6) were * This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. The costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part by the payment of page charges. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. Section 1734 solely to indicate this fact. 
removed. All occupancies were kept at 100%. The temperature factors were set and kept at the values of the refined GR.GSSG model (6) . After 25 refinement cycles, the final R-factor was 15.1%.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The resulting difference electron density map contained only one spacious positive density distribution indicating a unique binding site. As shown in Fig. la , this density could be fitted unambiguously by a model of rGSSGr. The binding site is near to the GSSG site of the enzyme with the two monomers of rGSSGr being located close to glutathione sites-I and -11 of GSSG, respectively. Except for Gly*-II (* denotes the respective r&o-analogue moiety, here malonyl), each part of rGSSGr is clearly defined by density. The monomer conformations are V-shaped at site-1 and extended at site-II, and thus resemble the conformations of the GSSG monomer in a general way. An overlay of the models of rGSSGr and GSSG (Fig. lb) , however, reveals substantial geometric differences. Only the carboxyi groups of Glu*-I and the amino and carboxy1 groups of Glu*-II superimpose well, the regaining parts are quite at variance. Most remarkable is the 5 A shift of the disulfide bridge of rGSSGr away from protein disulfide CY@~-CyP, which attacks the substrate disulfide during catalysis. This shift corresponds well with the very low catalytic rates of rGSSGr reported by Chen et al. (7) .
The highest density of bound rGSSGr occurs at the zwitterionic head of Glu*-II, which is in accordance with the observed binding of other GSSG analogues (11,12) and GSSG (6) . The high density indicates low mobility, i.e. low temperature factors. Obviously, this part contributes significantly to the binding enthalpy of the ligand. Slightly lower electron density was observed at the ligand disulfide bridge although the sulfurs contain twice as many electrons as oxygens, indicating that this part is less rigidly bound than the zwitterionic head of Glu*-II. A density comparison between ligand disulfide and the protein disulfide Cy~~'-Cys~~ allows an estimate of the absolute ligand occupancy. Taking into account that at full occupancy the difference electron density of a ligand is half the protein density (13) and that the temperature factors of the protein sulfurs are about one-third of those of rGSSGr, we derive that the occupancy ranges between 60 and 100%. At first sight, the substantial change of binding mode on peptide bond reversal (Fig. lb) is surprising, because the peptide atoms of GSSG form no strong contacts with the enzyme (6), there is only one di:ect hydrogen bond (Gly-II-N . . . TyP -07, distance 3.4 A) to the protein and this involves only a side chain. Therefore, rGSSGr should be able to bind like GSSG with corresponding peptide carbonyl and amide groups interchanged, as this would give rise to the same general conformation.
Even the above-mentioned hydrogen bond could be retained with Tyr114-0v as donor and the peptide oxygen as acceptor. A closer inspection of the backbone dihedral angles of GSSG, however, shows that peptide reversal causes severe steric collision at Cys*-I. In GR. GSSG (6), the dihedral angles at Cys-I are ('Pi, $i) = (-108 ", +2 ") placing this residue in the highly populated "bridge" region of the Ramachandran plot (14) where Hi+1 touches Ni. On peptide reversal, these (Cp,, $J-angles convert to (+2 ', -108 ") which is strongly forbidden because Oi-1 clashes with Ci (14) . Avoiding collisions, rGSSGr binds with ('P, $) g (+150 ', -30 ") at Cys*-I, which is in an allnwed region for a D-cysteine.
In this new conformation, however, rGSSGr cannot form all the contacts of GSSG. We observe that rGSSGr retains the strong binding contributions (6, 11, 12) at the zwitterionic heads of Glu*-II and Glu*-I (Fig. lb) but dispenses with the weaker contributions of the carboxyls of Gly*-I and Gly*-II. As a consequence, Gly*-I, Gly*-II, and the disulfide are shifted toward the solvent region. An interaction between the carboxy1 of Gly*-I and Tyr"*-07 stabilizes the new location. In conclusion, we can explain the binding mode difference between GSSG and its r&o-analogue and the large drop in catalytic efficiency. Moreover, we can attribute this drop to a reduction of the reaction rate. 
